Introduction {#sec1}
============

The formation of associations between memory traces is a fundamental operation in cognitive computations of the brain. However, whereas there is common agreement about the role of assemblies of neurons as neural codes for memory items ([@ref4]; [@ref18]; [@ref36]), there are conflicting experimental data and models regarding neural codes for associated memory items.

An overview of models for the formation of associations in neural networks can be found in [@ref20] and [@ref19]. Two types of models can be distinguished: chaining models and hierarchical models. A chaining model postulates that synaptic connections between the assemblies for 2 memory items are enhanced when both items become associated, and that none or only few additional neurons are recruited for representing the combination of the 2 memory items. In contrast, in a hierarchical model the combination of 2 memory items is encoded by a new set of neurons that do not belong to the assembly codes for the individual memory items, see e.g., [@ref31].

Experimental support for the hierarchical model was provided by [@ref23], where neurons in the rodent brain were found, which responded to a combination of an object and a place, but not to the individual object, or place. However, only associations between items from these 2 categories, objects, and places, were studied in [@ref23]. These associations resulted from extensive training, rather than from associations that were formed "on the fly".

The rapid formation of associations between 2 images, or rather the concepts that they evoke, was studied with in vivo single-neuron recordings in human epilepsy patients implanted, for clinical reasons, with depth electrodes in the medial temporal lobe (MTL) ([@ref16]; [@ref6]). These studies found that very few neurons in the MTL responded only to a combined image, but not to any of its 2 components. Instead, their data suggest that an association between 2 memory items is encoded through a modification of the assemblies of neurons that encode the 2 memory items involved; Each of them expands and recruits neurons from the other assembly. Hence, these data support a chaining model for the formation of associations.

We investigated the question which of these conflicting models and experimental data for the formation of associations could be reproduced by a generic model for a recurrent network of neurons in the brain, with a data-constrained rule for synaptic plasticity. In order to make the dynamics of the model similar to that of networks of neurons in the brain, we used standard models for excitatory and inhibitory spiking neurons, and included data-constrained short-term synaptic plasticity, i.e., individual mixtures of synaptic facilitation and depression that vary according to [@ref12] with the type (excitatory or inhibitory) of the pre- and postsynaptic neuron. We modeled long-term synaptic plasticity with a data-constrained rule for spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP), the triplet rule ([@ref34]). This rule can reproduce a variety of experiments, such as pairing experiments with frequency effects ([@ref38]), and triplet and quadruplet experiments ([@ref45]). We show that the resulting neural network model can reproduce the data on emergent neural codes for associations in the human MTL from [@ref16] and [@ref6]. In fact, several details of the experimental data of [@ref16] are reproduced by the model. On the other hand, we find that a different parameter setting for the same neural network reproduces the neural code that is postulated by hierarchical models, where a new assembly of neurons is assumed to become the memory trace for the combined memory. Hence, our results suggest that the brain is able to generate both types of neural codes for combined memories. It is even possible that the same neural network in the brain switches between these 2 different representations of associated memories in the course of consolidation.

By making explicit the conditions under which memory traces and different types of neural codes for associations can be reproduced by a generic neural network model, these results pave the way for larger memory models that enable an analysis of the complex web of associations in the brain.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

Details of the Network Model {#sec2a}
----------------------------

Our network model is a generic recurrent network of spiking neurons. The details of the results of our simulations depend on the specific parameter settings, such as the specific realization of the synaptic connectivity matrix that is drawn according to given connection probabilities, the choice of initial values of synaptic weights, delays, and short-term synaptic plasticity from given distributions, and on the specific realization of rate patterns that serve as inputs to the network. But the main findings were independent of these specific choices.

In the following subsections, the default setting of parameter values that were used in our model can be found. They are referred to as the "standard values". We refer to one specific randomly drawn realization of the network based on these standard values, together with a fixed triple of input patterns (see Section [2.2.1](#sec2f1){ref-type="sec"}), as the standard model. Specifically, the results that are reported in Figures [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} to [6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} and Figure [S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the Supplementary Material are based on this standard model. We additionally analyzed in Figures [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}*C--E* and [6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} how the results depended on the specific realization of the network and input patterns by randomly generating different networks (with newly drawn connectivity and initial parameters) and input pattern triples.

As a control, we also considered other values for some of the parameters and analyzed the impact of parameter variations on the emergence of memory traces and associations. Specifically, we analyzed in Figures [7](#f7){ref-type="fig"} and Figure [S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the Supplementary Material how the results depended on the values of 5 selected parameters (see Section [2.5](#sec2s){ref-type="sec"}), which are thought to be important for the balance between excitation and inhibition in the recurrent network. We considered in these figures randomly generated networks (with newly drawn connectivity and initial parameters) and input patterns for a large range of parameter values.

### Neuron Model {#sec2a1}

Our network model was a randomly connected recurrent neural network consisting of 432 excitatory and 108 inhibitory point process neurons (without adaptive threshold) with a stochastic firing criterion, to capture the natural variability of neurons. The parameters of this model were set to the mean values of the experimental data given in [@ref17]. In this model, the response kernel defines the shape of postsynaptic potentials (PSPs). We defined the response kernel of both excitatory and inhibitory neurons as a double exponential function $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since the voltage values in our model are unit-free (eqs [2](#deqn02){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [3](#deqn03){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we employed a heuristic approach to estimate how the voltage values in our model $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Network {#sec2a2}

Figure [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}*A* shows a schematic representation of the network architecture. A pool of 432 excitatory and a pool of 108 inhibitory neurons were reciprocally connected, while each pool was also recurrently connected. Additionally, a pool of 200 external neurons (termed input neurons) was connected to the excitatory population.
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All 540 network neurons were arranged in a 3D grid of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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###### 

Connection parameters of the standard model between input (Inp), excitatory (E), and inhibitory (I) pools of neurons. The connection probabilities were either constant (uniform) or exponentially distance-dependent with parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Short-term Synaptic Plasticity {#sec2a3}
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Based on these steady-state values, the initial weight $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} w_{\text{init}}^{\prime} = \frac{w_{\text{init}}}{R^*(\,f_0) \cdot u^*(\,f_0)}. \end{equation*}\end{document}$$This adjustment of initial weights was beneficial to reduce initial transients and to decrease the burn-in time of the network needed to reach steady-state activity after starting the simulation.

### Long-term Synaptic Plasticity {#sec2a4}

Synaptic connections from input to excitatory as well as between excitatory neurons in our model were subject to a data-constrained rule for STDP: the triplet rule ([@ref34]). This rule was implemented through the `stdp_triplet_synapse` model provided in neural simulation tool (NEST), implementing all-to-all interactions ([@ref34]). Weight updates for each pre- and postsynaptic spike arriving at time $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\epsilon$\end{document}$ denotes a small positive constant indicating that weight updates were done before updating the detectors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$o_2$\end{document}$. The amplitude parameters and time constants were qualitatively chosen based on the experimental data in [@ref34], hippocampal culture set) but then adapted to the magnitude of weights and temporal dynamics of our model so that the emergence of stable memory traces through STDP (see Section [3.2](#sec3b){ref-type="sec"}) for the given input patterns was possible. The STDP induction rule is illustrated in Figure [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}*C* in a typical pairing experiment with a pairing frequency of 20 Hz. Synapses from input neurons to excitatory neurons as well as between excitatory neurons in the network were subject to the same plasticity rule. Total relative weight changes were limited to \[0 %, 200 %\] for input synapses and to \[0 %, 1000 %\] for recurrent excitatory synapses respectively with respect to weight initialization.

Details to Emergent Memory Traces {#sec2f}
---------------------------------

### Input Patterns {#sec2f1}

In each simulation, we repeatedly presented 3 input patterns to the network (see Section [2.2.3](#sec2f3){ref-type="sec"}). In total, we generated 20 different random network realizations each of which had a specific triple of input patterns. Each input pattern was a sparse stationary rate pattern over 100 ms with 20 of 200 randomly drawn on-channels (i.e., 10 % of all channels) with firing rates of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$r_{\text {on}}=40$\end{document}$ Hz, while all other 180 off-channels remained silent (i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$r_{\text {off}}=0$\end{document}$ Hz). On-channels were drawn in such a way that the maximum overlap between patterns (i.e., number of shared channels) in a triple was limited to 2 (i.e., 10 % of on-channels).

From each pattern triple, we chose an arbitrary pattern and termed it the "blue" pattern, another one the "green" pattern, and the third one the "red" pattern for easy reference in the text. As detailed below, a neural assembly emerged for each of these patterns due to synaptic plasticity, and these were termed the blue, the green, and the red assembly respectively.

At each presentation of such a pattern, fresh Poisson spike trains were independently generated for each of its on-channels with a rate of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$r_{\text {on}}$\end{document}$. In addition, each of the 200 input channels was superimposed with a freshly generated Poisson spike train with a rate of 3 Hz. In periods where no input patterns were presented, input neurons emitted freshly generated Poisson spike trains at 5 Hz.

### Network Simulation and Analysis {#sec2f2}

All network simulations and data analyses were done in Python 2.7.13 using the NEST Simulator 2.12.0 ([@ref24]) with some user-defined optimizations, together with the PyNEST interface ([@ref9]). A time resolution of 1 ms was used for all simulations.

The experimental setup consisted of the main simulation and various analyses of the network, as depicted in Figure [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and described in the following.

![Scheme of the experimental setup, showing the 5 input phases of the main simulation during which different kinds of input patterns or noise was presented as input to the network. The network was analyzed at time points indicated by circular markers (green: analysis to determine assembly codes, see Section [2.2.4](#sec2f4){ref-type="sec"}; red: stepwise analyses to determine association codes for neuronal and functional learning curves, see Section [2.4](#sec2p){ref-type="sec"}; blue: analysis to determine numbers of pair-coding units (PCUs) and hierarchical units (HUs), see Sections [2.3.2](#sec2k2){ref-type="sec"} and [2.3.4](#sec2k4){ref-type="sec"}).](bhz140f2){#f2}

**Main simulation:** The main simulation consisted of 5 input phases during which STDP was always active for synapses from input to excitatory as well as between excitatory neurons. The different phases differed only in their length and in the type of input patterns that were presented to the network. An overview of the sequence of used input phases is given below; More details can be found in the respective sections as indicated:

1.  Initialization phase (250 s), during which only noise was presented (no patterns).

2.  Encoding phase for the emergence of memory traces (250 s), during which 3 input patterns were randomly presented to the network (see Section [2.2](#sec2f){ref-type="sec"}).

3.  Resting phase 1 (250 s), during which only noise was presented.

4.  Association phase for the emergence of associations (36 s), during which a combined pattern (blue and green) was repeatedly presented to the network (see Section [2.3](#sec2k){ref-type="sec"}).

5.  Resting phase 2 (250 s), during which only noise was presented.

**Network analyses:** Different aspects of the network at certain time points during the main simulation (as indicated in Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) were analyzed (or just plotted) in separate simulation runs. For this purpose, synaptic weights were kept constant (i.e., STDP disabled) while different types of input patterns were applied to the network. In all analyses, the network was generated in exactly the same way as in the main simulation using the same global random seed for the connection matrix, the initial parameter values, and the specific realization of the input patterns. After generating the network, new initial weights were loaded, which had been extracted at a certain time point from the main simulation. So the initial state of the network corresponded to the state of the network during the main simulation at the respective time point the weights had been extracted from. Only internal state variables of the network, e.g., regarding short-term plasticity, were not identical to the main simulation. In addition, the sequence of presented input patterns differed from the main simulation by choosing another random seed for the pattern sequence generation, but which was the same for all analyses. Specifically, separate network analyses without STDP were conducted for illustration purposes of the network activity shown in Figures [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}*B--E*, and Figure [S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}*B* in the Supplementary Material. More details about what other types of analyses were conducted in this way can be found in the following sections.

![Emergence of assembly codes for repeated input patterns. (*A*) Initial network activity in response to the 3 input patterns, before any synaptic plasticity took place. The excitatory neurons are grouped into the assemblies to which they will belong after the encoding and subsequent resting phase 1. (*B*) Emergence of assemblies after the encoding and subsequent resting phase 1. Neurons in the 3 assemblies responded preferentially to one of the 3 input patterns. Spike trains are shown (from top to bottom) for input neurons (only the first 100 of 200 are shown), assembly neurons, multi-responsive units (MRUs, responding to more than one input pattern), (future) HUs, other excitatory neurons, and inhibitory neurons. Note the different y-axis scalings to highlight neurons in assemblies, MRUs, and HUs.](bhz140f3){#f3}

### Encoding Phase for the Emergence of Memory Traces {#sec2f3}

During the encoding phase for the emergence of memory traces---which lasted for around 250 s---input patterns were presented at random time points to the network as input. Each pattern lasted for 100 ms. After a pattern presentation, a time period was randomly chosen from the uniform distribution between 0.5 s and 3 s during which input neurons emitted freshly generated Poisson spike trains at 5 Hz. After this noise period, the next pattern was randomly chosen and presented and so on. The first pattern at the beginning of a phase was chosen randomly with a uniform probability over the 3 patterns (but not presented to the network; see below). Subsequent patterns were drawn based on a switching probability of 75 %, meaning that with probability 75 %, there was a switch to another pattern (drawn uniformly from the other patterns), and with 25 % probability the same pattern was repeated.

When generating such a sequence of input patterns and noise periods of a given length, the exact duration of the resulting input phase was determined by the following rules: The first pattern was always omitted so that each sequence started with a noise period at the beginning. In case there was a pattern exactly at the end of a sequence, also the last pattern was omitted so that each sequence ended with a noise period. If there was already a noise period at the end of a sequence, this noise period was not truncated. So when referring to an input phase of 250 s, the exact duration could be (with a pattern duration of 100 ms) in a range between \[249.8 s, 253.0 s\] and was 250.85 s on average. The same rules apply to all other input phases involving input patterns accordingly.

### Definition of Assembly Neurons {#sec2f4}

The experiments of [@ref16] studied the formation of associations between memory traces for a specific set of images. Neurons were classified as belonging to the memory trace (assembly) for a specific image if they significantly responded to this image based on a Wilcoxon rank-sum test ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$P<0.05$\end{document}$) between baseline and response intervals. As additional criterion, a median firing rate in response intervals across trials of at least 2 Hz was required. Neurons that satisfied these criteria for any of the images were termed visually responsive units.

In an analogous manner we defined that a neuron in our recurrent network belonged to the assembly for a particular input pattern if it satisfied the same firing rate criterion and significantly responded to this input pattern based on the same Wilcoxon rank-sum test. For this purpose, the state of the network after the encoding and subsequent resting phase 1 (i.e., directly before the association phase) was analyzed (see Section [2.2.2](#sec2f2){ref-type="sec"}) to identify assembly neurons. We ran this network analysis for around 325 s (see exact rules in Section [2.2.3](#sec2f3){ref-type="sec"}) during which the blue, green, red, and the combined pattern (blue and green) were repeatedly presented to the network. We extracted the average firing rates for each excitatory neuron within the baseline interval \[-100 ms, 0 ms\] and response interval \[10 ms, 110 ms\] relative to the onsets of each blue, green, and red pattern presentation (termed trial; between 33 and 44 trials per pattern). Based on this, we computed the median firing rate in the response interval across all trials. Using a Wilcoxon rank-sum test ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$P<0.05$\end{document}$) we tested if the firing rate of a neuron across all trials was significantly higher in the response than in the baseline interval for the blue, green, and red input patterns. A neuron that showed a significant response to an input pattern and had a median firing rate in the response interval of at least 2 Hz was defined as an assembly neuron for the present input pattern, called the preferred pattern.

We refer to the neurons that belonged to the assembly for at least one of the 3 input patterns as pattern responsive units (PRUs). Neurons belonging to more than one assembly are referred to as MRUs.

Details to Emergent Associations {#sec2k}
--------------------------------

### Association Phase for the Emergence of Associations {#sec2k1}

During the association phase, a combined pattern was repeatedly presented to the network. The sequence of input patterns and noise periods was randomly generated according to the same rules as described in Section [2.2.3](#sec2f3){ref-type="sec"} for a duration of around 36 s, but using only the combined input pattern. However, in contrast to all other phases, exactly 20 patterns were presented. Since the whole sequence of input patterns and noise periods was precomputed beforehand at the beginning of the simulation, this could be done by repeating the random generation process until the number of input patterns was 20, resulting in an average duration of 36.97 s.

Here, we always combined the blue and the green pattern (the identity of which was arbitrarily assigned before as discussed above). The combined pattern was constructed by adding the stationary rates of the 200 external input neurons for the 2 input patterns. For the overlapping channels between the 2 patterns (0--2 channels), the resulting firing rates were truncated again at 40 Hz so that all channels in the combined pattern were either on-channels with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$r_{\text {on}}=40$\end{document}$ Hz (38--40 channels, consisting of the on-channels of the blue and green pattern) or off-channels with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$r_{\text {off}}=0$\end{document}$ Hz (160--162 channels). Again, during a presentation of a combined pattern, fresh Poisson spike trains were independently generated for each of its on-channels with a rate of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$r_{\text {on}}$\end{document}$, while each of the 200 input channels was superimposed with a freshly generated Poisson spike train at 3 Hz.

### Definition of PCUs {#sec2k2}

PCUs were determined in a similar way as assembly neurons by analyzing the network directly after the association phase (see Section [2.2.2](#sec2f2){ref-type="sec"}). We ran this network analysis for around 325 s (see exact rules in Section [2.2.3](#sec2f3){ref-type="sec"}) with the blue, green, red, and the combined pattern (blue and green) as used in the association phase (see Section [2.3.1](#sec2k1){ref-type="sec"}) repeatedly presented to the network. The average firing rates for each excitatory neuron within the baseline and response intervals (as defined in Section [2.2.4](#sec2f4){ref-type="sec"}) relative to the onsets of the blue, green, and red pattern presentations were extracted (between 33 and 44 trials per pattern). Again, we used a Wilcoxon rank-sum test ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$P<0.05$\end{document}$) to test if the firing rate of a neuron across all trials was significantly higher in the response than in the baseline interval for the blue, green, and red input patterns.

We only considered PRUs that had exactly one of the components of the combined pattern as their preferred (P) stimulus, i.e., the blue (green) input pattern for neurons belonging to the blue (green) assembly. Accordingly, the other component was defined as their nonpreferred (NP) stimulus, i.e., the green (blue) input pattern for neurons belonging to the blue (green) assembly. The red input pattern (which was not part of the combined pattern) was defined as the nonassociated (NA) stimulus for this subset of PRUs.

PCUs were defined as PRUs within this subset that had a nonsignificant response before and a significant response after the association phase to their NP stimulus. Additionally, single-trial increases after the association phase in the response intervals of the NP stimulus were required to be significantly larger (Wilcoxon rank-sum test; $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$P<0.05$\end{document}$) than the ones of the NA stimulus. Single-trial increases were computed as the firing rates in the response interval of a given stimulus during the network analysis after minus the mean firing rates in the response interval of this stimulus over all trials during the network analysis before the association phase. So PCU were identified in the same way as described in the experimental procedures in [@ref16], but with different baseline and response intervals. Instead of baseline and response intervals of \[-500 ms, 100 ms\] and \[200 ms, 800 ms\], respectively, relative to stimulus onsets in [@ref16] we chose \[-100 ms, 0 ms\] and \[10 ms, 110 ms\], respectively. This was done to account for the shorter pattern presentation interval of 100 ms in our model as compared to single pictures shown for 1000 ms to the participants in [@ref16]. As an additional constraint we excluded neurons, which showed no longer a significant response to the P stimulus after the association phase ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$<1$\end{document}$ neuron on average out of all PCUs identified otherwise).

### Stability of the Emergent Number of PCUs {#sec2k3}

Over 20 simulations with different network initializations and input patterns, we found an average number of 22.2 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\pm$\end{document}$ 7.0 SD (min: 11; max: 35) PCUs. We found that after the formation of associations, 18.1 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\pm$\end{document}$ 5.3 SD previously nonresponsive units (to any of the 3 input patterns) became responsive to a single input pattern and 5.7 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\pm$\end{document}$ 2.5 SD units, so-called HUs (exact definition in Section [2.3.4](#sec2k4){ref-type="sec"}), to the combined pattern, respectively. Over all 20 simulations we found a weak but significant linear correlation between the assembly sizes and the resulting numbers of PCUs per assembly ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$P<0.01$\end{document}$). Details can be found in Figures [S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the Supplementary Material.

### Definition of HUs {#sec2k4}

In hierarchical memory models ([@ref20]; [@ref19]), a new memory trace is thought to emerge for the combined input pattern in form of HUs responding only to the combined pattern. We tested whether such HUs existed and defined them as units that did not respond to any separate pattern before the formation of associations (i.e., non-PRUs), but became responsive to the combined pattern only (but not to any separate pattern) after the emergence of associations. Responsiveness to the combined pattern was determined in the same network analysis that was conducted to identify PCUs (during which also combined patterns were presented; see Section [2.3.2](#sec2k2){ref-type="sec"}) using the same criteria as for assembly neurons defined in Section [2.2.4](#sec2f4){ref-type="sec"}. According to this definition, HUs also included rare cases of units that were responsive to the combined pattern even before the association phase ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$<1$\end{document}$ neuron on average).

Details to Neuronal and Functional Learning Curves {#sec2p}
--------------------------------------------------

Behavioral performance of learned associations in [@ref16] was tested during learning by showing an image and asking the participant to select the corresponding associated image from a list of images (task 3). Similarly, in our network model, we investigated after which combined pattern presentation in the association phase (see Section [2.2.2](#sec2f2){ref-type="sec"}) the formed associations became functionally useful, in the sense that a downstream network could infer the associated pattern for a given input pattern. For this purpose, we ran stepwise network analyses after an increasing number of combined input patterns (from 0--20) presented during the association phase. Weights were extracted from the main simulation at intermediate time points directly before the pattern onsets of all 20 combined patterns as well as at the end of the association phase, to be used in these network analyses. We then extracted the resulting numbers of PCUs, weight changes between the associated assemblies, and readout performance using 2 different kinds of readout strategies.

### Readout A: Readout Based on Spike Counts {#sec2p1}

This readout can be seen as mimicking the task to select the associated image from a list of images in a multiple choice test in the experiments of [@ref16]. Spike counts from all neurons belonging to an assembly were extracted from the baseline interval of \[-100 ms, 0 ms\] and the response interval of \[10 ms, 110 ms\] relative to stimulus onsets of the blue, green, and red patterns. These spike counts were determined in all of the stepwise network analyses after the presentation of increasing numbers of combined input patterns during the association phase (between 33 and 44 trials per pattern in each analysis). For each assembly, the mean spike count differences between the response and the baseline interval over all neurons belonging to the corresponding assembly were computed. When presenting a blue (green) input pattern, the spike count differences for its associated (green (blue)) and nonassociated (red) assembly were compared, and the assembly with a higher spike count difference was selected as output of the readout. The total readout performance was estimated by computing the fraction of times (of all blue (green) trials) the correct (i.e., the associated) assembly was selected.

### Readout B: Linear Readout {#sec2p2}
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}{}$T_c=200$\end{document}$ ms, to get a more stable output of the readout) summed over time at time point 100 ms relative to pattern onsets from all excitatory neurons (i.e., without any prior knowledge about the actual assembly neurons). Each classifier was then trained on 50 % of the data to distinguish target patterns (i.e., assembly activation at its preferred pattern presentation; around 19 presentations) from nontarget patterns (around 39 presentations) during the network analysis directly before the association phase (i.e., the same analysis assembly neurons were determined in; see Section [2.2.4](#sec2f4){ref-type="sec"}).

We then tested whether this readout was able to detect during the network analysis directly after the association phase (i.e., the same analysis PCUs were determined in; see Section [2.3.2](#sec2k2){ref-type="sec"}) an indirect activation of its corresponding assembly via its associated nonpreferred input pattern (again, based on around 19 target and 39 nontarget pattern presentations). To take unbalanced classes into account (there were always twice as many nontarget as target patterns), the class weight of the smaller class was increased by a factor of 2, using the `class_weight` argument of LinearSVC. Details of the LinearSVC implementation can be found in the web-based API documentation of scikit-learn ([@ref27]). We used the "balanced accuracy" as performance measure, which is defined as the average of the true positive rate (TPR) and the true negative rate (TNR), i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Details to the Functional Impact of Network Parameters {#sec2s}
------------------------------------------------------

In Section [2.1](#sec2a){ref-type="sec"}, we described the network parameters and the chosen standard values we used throughout our simulations. We investigated the impact of certain network parameters and the robustness of the results against variations of network initialization (i.e., specific network connectivity and initial parameter values) and input patterns. To this end, we ran extensive computer simulations and varied one or 2 parameters at a time while keeping the standard values for all other parameters. To have comparable ranges of values despite the fact that different parameters have different scales and units, we used relative parameter changes with respect to the corresponding standard value. To cover a reasonably wide range of values, we used 9 logarithmically spaced steps from 25 % to 400 % of the standard parameter values. When 2 parameters at a time were varied, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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All simulations were done using 10 different global random seeds, having an effect on both network generation (e.g., connection matrix, initial parameter values) and the specific realization of input patterns. The average results over these 10 simulations are reported. Parameters that were investigated are summarized in Table [3](#TB3){ref-type="table"}, together with short descriptions and their standard values, and include $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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List of selected network parameters that were varied to investigate their functional impact, with a short description and their standard values. In a subset of simulations, the combined scaling factor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Details to the Balance between Excitation and Inhibition {#sec2t}
--------------------------------------------------------

The E/I balance based on membrane potentials was continuously measured during the main simulation. Following the general definition of [@ref32], we computed the E/I balance as the mean ratio over all excitatory neurons of the excitatory (i.e., positive) and inhibitory (i.e., negative) contributions to the membrane potentials $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$E_{\text {exc,total},i}$\end{document}$ exceeded zero (when testing the functional impact of network parameters; see Section [2.5](#sec2s){ref-type="sec"}) they were counted as excitatory contribution. For this purpose, the total excitability of neuron $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\bar {\beta }_{u}$\end{document}$ were extracted from this inverted smoothed curve at 3 points of interest during the course of the simulation (compensated for filter delays): 1) after the initialization phase, 2) directly before, and 3) directly after the association phase (see Section [2.2.2](#sec2f2){ref-type="sec"}).

Results {#sec3}
=======

The Network Model {#sec3a}
-----------------

We examine emergent neural codes for the association of memory items in a generic recurrent network of excitatory and inhibitory spiking neurons. In contrast to artificial neural network models, one can readily compare network responses and neural codes of such a model with experimental data from electrode recordings in the brain, since both have the form of spike trains and spike rasters. Similarly to the model for area CA3 of ([@ref13]) we assume that the connection probability between excitatory neurons is distance independent. However, the probabilities of all other types of synaptic connections were assumed to drop exponentially with the distance between the somata of neurons, which were arranged on a 3D grid. We included data-constrained short-term plasticity of synapses in the model because it has a significant impact on the network dynamics. In particular, the short-term plasticity of synaptic connections between excitatory neurons was modeled according to data from the human brain ([@ref41]), which showed that these synapses are depressing. In addition, we used a standard data-constrained rule for long-term STDP of synapses between excitatory neurons, the triplet rule of [@ref34].

Generation of Memory Traces {#sec3b}
---------------------------

The experiments of [@ref16] studied fast formation of associations between 2 unrelated memory items, represented through images of familiar faces and landscapes. One commonly assumes that each such memory item is represented in the human MTL by a sparse distributed set of concept cells, often referred to as memory trace or assembly of neurons ([@ref36]). In order to study the formations of associations, we first needed to generate such memory traces in our model through STDP. We reasoned that such a memory trace should emerge for each sufficiently often occurring external input to the model. This external input was produced by a separate pool of excitatory spiking neurons, which had randomly generated connections to neurons in the recurrent network.

**Input patterns:** We chose 3 firing rate patterns of 200 external Poisson neurons as input patterns, referred to as the blue, green, and red pattern. Resulting spike inputs were freshly generated for each presentation, and superimposed with freshly generated noise at 3 Hz for each input neuron, see Section [2.2.1](#sec2f1){ref-type="sec"} for details.

After an initialization phase of 250 s without an external input, each of the 3 input patterns was represented repeatedly and interlaced to the network, at random time points within a continuous spike input stream over 250 s (Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Each input pattern was presented on average 39 times. During this "encoding phase", in which the emergence of memory traces through STDP was studied, the 3 input patterns with superimposed noise were interleaved with periods of pure noise: freshly generated Poisson spike trains at 5 Hz, with randomly drawn durations between 0.5 s and 3 s (see the top row of Fig. [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}).

More precisely, we analyzed the emergence of PRUs. These were defined exactly as in [@ref16] as neurons that significantly responded to at least one of the 3 input patterns. We refer to the set of neurons in the network that preferentially responded after this encoding and a subsequent resting phase 1, see Figure [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, to one of the 3 input patterns as the blue, green, and red assembly (see second row of Fig. [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, \[Future\] Assemblies 1--3). Figure [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}*A* and *B* illustrate the network activity in response to the 3 input patterns (A) at the initial state of the network before any plasticity took place and (B) after the encoding and subsequent 250 s resting phase 1, which is the time point at which PRUs and assembly neurons were determined (see Section [2.2.4](#sec2f4){ref-type="sec"}). Overall the network response was quite sparse, as found in most recordings from cortex, with inhibitory neurons being more active than excitatory neurons. Furthermore the network response became even sparser once memory traces were generated, see Figure [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}*B*. A sparsening of responses is commonly reported as an impact of perceptual learning ([@ref15]; [@ref26], see also references therein). We found out through a control experiment (not shown) that the chosen primarily local connectivity of inhibitory neurons was essential for the emergence of assembly codes. For the sake of completeness we show in Figure [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} also the response of a very small number of MRUs, defined as in [@ref16], and of HUs (hardly visible in Fig. [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). These populations of neurons will become relevant for the emergence of neural codes for the association of 2 input patters, see Sections [3.3](#sec3c){ref-type="sec"} and [3.5](#sec3e){ref-type="sec"}.

The evolution of synaptic weights under STDP, which explains the difference between the network responses in panels A and B of Figure [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, is shown in Figure [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}*A* and in the upper 3 traces of Figure [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}*B*. Weights from input neurons to neurons in an assembly $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$k$\end{document}$ (see Fig. [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}*A*) were computed by taking only those input neurons into account, which fired during pattern $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$k=1,2,3$\end{document}$. Figure [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}*B* shows that the weights of synaptic connections within an assembly increased significantly during the encoding phase but saturate toward its end since many weights reach their maximum value. Doubling the length of the encoding phase did not lead to a significantly higher saturation level (not shown).

![Mean weight changes of (*A*) connections from input neurons to the 3 assemblies, taking only on-channels of the stationary input rate patterns into account (see text) and (*B*) internal connections within the 3 assemblies during all phases of the main simulation. The following 5 phases were analyzed, which were defined by the external input: 1) initialization phase of 250 s with just noise input, 2) encoding phase of 250 s with 3 input patterns randomly presented to the network, 3) resting phase 1 of 250 s with just noise input, 4) association phase of 36 s with a combined pattern repeatedly presented to the network, and 5) resting phase 2 of 250 s with just noise input. The input neurons fired with a baseline rate of 5 Hz during the 3 resting phases. During all 5 phases, both Inp$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\rightarrow$\end{document}$E synapses were subject to STDP. Colored lines show mean weights over time as defined in the legends. Black lines denote mean weight changes of all other synaptic connections between excitatory neurons, i.e., cross-connections between other pairs of assemblies and connections not related to any assembly. The gray line shows that also weights to non-PCUs increase during the association phase.](bhz140f4){#f4}

The 3 assemblies that emerged were rather sparse and distributed over the whole 3D volume of the network, with their means approximately centered at the center of the volume. In this trial STDP gave rise to 78 PRUs, with assemblies of sizes 27, 27, 18 for the 3 input patterns. The exact assembly sizes and numbers of PRUs and MRUs depended on the random choice of the network initialization and input patterns (see Section [3.5](#sec3e){ref-type="sec"}). Twenty simulations with random networks realizations (with newly drawn connectivity and initial parameters) and new input patterns yielded average assembly sizes of 28.4 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\pm$\end{document}$ 5.6 SD (min: 17; max: 45). The total number of PRUs was found to be 91.2 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\pm$\end{document}$ 4.3 SD (min: 0; max: 16). Relative differences between the 3 assembly sizes were measured by computing their SD for each simulation individually, which resulted in a mean SD of 4.5 over all 20 simulations. An overview over these 20 simulations can be found in Figure [S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the Supplementary Material.

The emergence of assemblies as memory traces in networks of spiking neurons has already previously been modeled ([@ref22]; [@ref28]; [@ref47]). In comparison with these preceding models we used here a simpler model that did not require a specific connectivity structure, homeostasis, or long-term plasticity of inhibitory synapses. The neural recordings of [@ref16] show that the firing activity of neurons that belong to an assembly tend to return to baseline activity soon after the stimulus that evoked this memory trace has been removed. This feature is duplicated in our model, see Figure [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}*B*.

We would like to mention on the side that the network can learn to generate, with the same plasticity rule, also assemblies for new input patterns that are introduced after the encoding phase, see Figure [S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}*A* in the Supplementary Material. This turned out to have little effect on the 3 previously generated assemblies (see Figure [S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}*A* and *B* in the Supplementary Material). Through another control experiment (not shown) we also found out that the overlap between the 3 input patterns (limited to 10 % by default; see Section [2.2.1](#sec2f1){ref-type="sec"}) has a large impact on the emergent assemblies. Higher overlaps in the input patterns generally lead to larger numbers of MRUs and smaller assemblies after the encoding phase (and subsequently, to lower numbers of PCUs after the association phase; see Section [3.3](#sec3c){ref-type="sec"}).

Emergence of Associations {#sec3c}
-------------------------

Associations between memory items emerged in the experiments of [@ref16] by repeatedly presenting to a human subject combinations of 2 images from a fixed set of images; A particular face image was shown in front of a particular landscape image. The firing activity of a total of 613 units in the human MTL was recorded before, during, and after this creation of an association. Only those images were used for this pairing protocol for which its presentation had previously caused increased firing of at least one neuron in the MTL from which one recorded. These neurons can be viewed as members of the memory traces that encode the corresponding image or concept. A key finding of [@ref16] was that the 2 assemblies that encoded the 2 components of a combined image changed during the formation of an association between them; Each of them expanded, and recruited neurons from the other assembly.

In order to mimic this experimental setup in our model, we repeatedly presented combinations of 2 of the previously used external input patterns, the blue and the green pattern. This combined pattern was constructed by superimposing (adding) the stationary rate patterns of the 200 external input neurons for the 2 input patterns, truncated at 40 Hz. The resulting combined input pattern with superimposed noise was presented 20 times at random time points within 36 s of a subsequent "association phase" (see Fig. [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Figure [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}*B* shows that synaptic weights between neurons in the 2 associated assemblies were rapidly increased during this phase.

Figure [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}*A* and *B* illustrate the network activity in response to (A) the first presentation of the combined pattern during the association phase and (B) a presentation of the combined and the 3 separate input patterns directly after the association phase. We found that in this simulation 9 neurons in the blue assembly 1 (indicated by the green horizontal lines in Figure [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}*B*) became also members of the green assembly. Simultaneously 15 members of the green assembly 2 (indicated by the blue horizontal lines in Figure [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}*B*) became also members of the blue assembly. In analogy to the terminology of [@ref16] we refer to these neurons in the resulting overlap of the 2 assemblies as PCUs (exact definition in Section [2.3.2](#sec2k2){ref-type="sec"}). We also say that the blue input pattern is the preferred ("P") stimulus for neurons in the blue assembly, whereas the green pattern is the nonpreferred ("NP") stimulus for neurons in this assembly (analogous for the green assembly).

![Emergence of overlap between memory traces in the model. During the association phase, the network was exposed to a combination of 2 previously shown rate patterns (blue and green). (*A*) Response of the network to the first presentation of such a combined pattern during the association phase. (*B*) After 20 presentations of this combined input pattern during the association phase, the green input pattern also activated a fraction of neurons from the assembly that encoded the blue input pattern, and vice versa. Such PCUs ([@ref16]) are indicated by a shaded background and small arrows on the right side. (*C--E*) Mean spike densities over all PCUs (estimated with a Gaussian kernel with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$t=0$\end{document}$ ms, dashed vertical lines indicate the pattern presentation period. Colored curves represent the mean and shaded areas represent the SEM over all 20 simulations (very small, hardly visible). After learning, a significantly increased firing rate in response to the NP stimulus, but not to the NA stimulus, could be observed. Compare with Figure [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}*A--C* of [@ref16].](bhz140f5){#f5}

Twenty one out of 51 neurons in the data of [@ref16] initially preferred one of the 2 image components (P stimulus), but responded after the association with an increased firing rate also to the nonpreferred (NP) stimulus. A very similar scenario emerged in our network model, where 24 out of 54 neurons in the blue and green assembly responded after the association phase with an increased firing rate to the NP stimulus. We will analyze in Section [3.5](#sec3e){ref-type="sec"} how this fraction depends on parameters of the model.

Since the neurons in our model produce spike trains, we can directly compare changes in firing responses of neurons before and after the induction of the association between the data (Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}*A--C* of [@ref16]) and our model (see Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}*C--E*). We find that the neural coding properties of PCUs in the blue and green assemblies change through STDP after repeated presentations of combined input patterns in a way that is very similar to the data of [@ref16]; The firing response remains significant for the preferred stimulus, changes from insignificant to significant for the nonpreferred stimulus, and remains insignificant for the red ("nonassociated" or "NA") input pattern that was not part of the combined stimulus (see Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}C--E).

A neuron can become through synaptic plasticity in 2 different ways a member of the assembly for the previously nonpreferred stimulus: by increasing its weights from input neurons that are highly active during the NP stimulus, or by increasing the weights from neurons in the assembly for the NP stimulus. A latency analysis in [@ref16] arrived at the conclusion that a combination of both effects occurred. In our model we can measure directly how much synaptic input a neuron that starts to respond to the NP stimulus after the association induction gets from the external input neurons, and how much from the original assembly for the NP stimulus. For that purpose we carried out experiments where 1) all internal connections from the assembly of the NP or 2) all connections from the input were disabled. The resulting PCU activities in response to the NP stimulus can be found in Figure [S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the Supplementary Material. These results show that also in the model a combination of both effect occurred, with the contribution from the external input neurons being somewhat stronger.

Neuronal and Functional Learning Curves {#sec3d}
---------------------------------------

A key point of the experimental data of [@ref16] was that the overlap of assemblies emerged at about the same presentation of the combined stimulus when the association between the 2 memory traces became functional, i.e., when the subject was able to select in an interjected multiple choice test the correct background that had previously been shown in conjunction with a face.

We asked whether the same effect would occur in our model, i.e., whether the overlap between the associated blue and green assembly would emerge at about the same presentation ("trial") when a downstream network would be able to detect a functional association between the 2 assemblies, i.e., detect an activation of an assembly when its associated assembly was activated via an external input. In addition, we were able to investigate in the model a question that could not be probed through recordings from the human MTL: Will weights of synapses that interconnect neurons in the 2 assemblies increase significantly through the association process, and will a significant weight increase appear at about the same time as the overlap between the 2 assemblies? If this is the case, it suggests that, in addition to the emergent overlap, this weight increase is also related to the emergent functionality of the association.

The mechanisms by which downstream networks in the brain extract information from assembly activations in the MTL for decision-making are largely unknown. Hence, we employed 2 arguably minimal models for that:

**Readout A**: Integration of evidence by counting spikes in the associated and the nonassociated assembly, with a subsequent symbolic multiple choice test, where the assembly with the higher spike count is selected as associated assembly. This multiple choice test can be seen as a simple realization of the multiple choice test in [@ref16].

**Readout B**: Linear readout neurons are trained for each of the assemblies to fire whenever this assembly is activated through the corresponding external input. Then test whether the readout neuron for the green assembly signals that the green assembly is activated when the external input for the blue assembly is injected, and vice versa.

The results of [@ref46] suggest that competing neurons in the parietal lobe are able to integrate evidence for and against a decision during a time span of over 2 s in their firing rates. Phenomenological their response is not so different from the assumed readout neurons in model A. Model B is based on the assumption that assembly activations themselves are fundamental signals in inter-area communication, so that the activation of a particular assembly in the MTL triggers the firing of a corresponding neuron in downstream networks. Although both readout models are not fully supported by experimental data, they appear to be reasonable choices as simple minimal models.

The results are shown in Figure [6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. Solid curves show averages over 20 experiments with random network realizations and input pattern triples. Small circles show results for the standard model. One finds that the functional performance of readout B tracks the evolution of both the overlap between the 2 assemblies (PCU fraction in A) and mean synaptic weight between neurons in these 2 assemblies (panel B) very well. Readout A in panel C, which models a multiple choice test, shows good performance already after just one presentation of the combined stimulus.

![Time course of changes in synaptic weights, assembly organization, and computational function in the recurrent network during 20 presentations ("trials") of the combined input pattern (trial 0: initial state). Solid lines represent average results over 20 simulations with different random network realizations and input pattern triples. Small circles depict results for the standard model. (*A*) Mean fraction of PCUs relative to their corresponding assembly sizes. (*B*) Mean weight changes of synaptic connections between the 2 associated assemblies. (*C*) Mean readout performance A using spike counts. (*D*) Mean readout performance B using a linear readout.](bhz140f6){#f6}

One should point out that the interleaved tests of associations for the human subjects (interleaved tasks 2 and 3 in [@ref16]) may have enhanced learning processes beyond the learning from passive presentation as in our model.

Emergence of a Hierarchical Neural Code for Associated Memory Traces {#sec3e}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The previously discussed results of the model were based on our standard values for parameters that affect the size of the network response to single and combined external stimuli, and thereby also the impact of STDP for synaptic connections between excitatory neurons. In this way they also affect the number of PRUs, i.e., the number of neurons that become members of an assembly, and the number of PCUs, i.e., the resulting size of the overlap of the 2 assemblies for which combinations of the corresponding patterns had been presented.

We show here that if one changes 2 of these parameters, a different neural code emerges for associated memories, namely the hierarchical model in the terminology of [@ref20]; [@ref19]). According to this model neurons emerge, which we call HUs, that are activated by a combined input pattern, but are not activated by either of its components. The relative sizes of the number of HUs and PCUs can be seen as a measure to what extent a hierarchical model or a chaining model is expressed.
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}{}$\gamma _{\text {w}}$\end{document}$, which scales initial weights to excitatory neurons. Figure [7](#f7){ref-type="fig"} shows their impact on the mean assembly size and the numbers of MRUs, PCUs, and HUs in 2D surface plots. The black star marks their values in the previously discussed standard model. Intersections of grid lines indicate computed values ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}*D* shows a peak value of HUs at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\gamma _{\text {exc}}$\end{document}$. Figure [S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the Supplementary Material illustrates the network activity in response to different input patterns for the setup with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\gamma _{\text {exc}}=0.25$\end{document}$, where the hierarchical memory model emerges through STDP (compare with Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, representing the chaining model). No overlap (i.e., no PCUs) between the blue and green assemblies was found in this case.

In order to test whether the network operated for both of these parameter settings in a biologically reasonable regime, we computed the I-to-E ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\gamma _{\text {w}}$\end{document}$, which yield different neural codes for associations. This finding in the model is in agreement with experimental findings in neocortex ([@ref14]) and area CA3 of the hippocampus ([@ref3]; [@ref5]). Hence, both the parameter values where STDP induces many PCUs, i.e., the chaining model for associations, and where STDP induces many HUs, i.e., the hierarchical model, yield a biologically plausible regime where inhibition dominates excitation.
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}{}$p_{\text {E}\rightarrow \text {E}}$\end{document}$ is shown in Figure [S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the Supplementary Material.

Mathematical Analysis of the Formation of an Association on Assembly Representations {#sec3f}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The results presented in this article arise from the simulation of a generic neural network model that is as compatible as possible with what we know about the cortex: a recurrent network of stochastically spiking neurons with inhibition, STDP, and short-term plasticity. In this section we address the question: Can we achieve a level of mathematical understanding of the assembly association phenomenon that complements our simulation results?

To our knowledge, there are no known techniques for analyzing mathematically recurrent networks of spiking neurons, especially under biologically realistic STDP and short-term plasticity, beyond severely simplified dynamical systems for the firing rates such as ([@ref1]). However, a deeper mathematical understanding of the phenomenon of assembly association is possible, albeit at the expense of neurorealism. In a companion work to the present paper we have advanced a mathematical analysis of the formation and association of neuronal assemblies ([@ref25]) in a stylized model in which excitatory neurons fire in synchrony and in discrete time steps, instead of spiking stochastically; Hebbian plasticity replaces STDP, and there is no short-term plasticity; the recurrent and afferent synaptic networks between excitatory neurons constitute an Erdős--Rényi random graph ([@ref10]); finally, explicit inhibition is replaced by a "k winners take all" rule for the firing of excitatory neurons. One can show analytically ([@ref25]) that in this simplified model an assembly is formed in response to a stimulus, and that the overlap of 2 assemblies is increased to reflect association due to the simultaneous presentation of 2 stimuli, all with high probability (where the synaptic network is the source of randomness). Hence, a theoretical analysis for a simplified neural network model corroborates the findings of this paper. Further mathematical insights into assemblies and their interaction---including the formation of hierarchical associations as pointed out in the present paper---are the subject of on-going work.

One further theoretical question raised by the results of [@ref16], [@ref6], and the present study is whether a realistic web of overlaps between assemblies can be created in the brain to encode complex associations between the corresponding real-life concepts. A natural question in this regard is the following: What are the limitations on the structure of such an "association graph"---whose vertices represent concepts and whose edges represent associations---so that the graph can be realized in cortex through the representation of vertices by assemblies and edges by intersecting assemblies, assumed to be all of the same size? New mathematical results ([@ref2], Section 4) establish that, rather surprisingly, quite general webs of associations can in principle be encoded through overlaps of relative size similar to those observed experimentally in [@ref16] and [@ref6]. The only limitation that arises from this general theoretical analysis concerns the maximum degree of the web of associations, i.e., the maximum number of concepts that can be associated with a given one. In principle a maximum degree of 40 is supported by this analysis. However, a biologically more realistic emulation, where assemblies and their intersections emerge from random choices of neurons, arrives at a smaller upper bound of 10 for the degrees of vertices. These theoretical results suggest that implementations of webs of associations in the brain through assemblies and their intersections are necessarily imperfect as far as concepts with substantially more associations are concerned; Missing associations to single concepts (possibly alleviated by more reliable associations when further concepts are added to recall the context) or spurious associations are likely to occur.

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

The emergence of memory traces and associations between memory traces are fundamental for most higher cognitive functions of the brain. Nevertheless, it remains poorly understood how these processes are implemented in neural networks of the brain. Theoretical and modeling analyses are likely to shed light on this problem. We propose that a recurrent network of spiking neurons with data-constrained short-term and long-term synaptic plasticity provides a suitable framework for that. We found that the emergence of memory traces for repeatedly occurring external inputs can be reproduced in such a model through STDP for synaptic connections between excitatory neurons. Furthermore, we found that 2 different coding mechanisms for the formation of associations between memory traces can be reproduced in the model. One coding mechanism relies on the emergence of overlaps between memory traces, as proposed by chaining models ([@ref20]; [@ref19]), and supported by recordings from the human MTL ([@ref16]; [@ref6]). A different neural coding mechanism was proposed by hierarchical models ([@ref42],[@ref43]; [@ref31]; [@ref20]; [@ref19]), and was supported by recordings from the rodent brain ([@ref23]). It postulates that the memory traces themselves remain largely unchanged during the formation of an association between them, and that instead new neurons are recruited for encoding the combined memory.

In a family of more abstract memory models each memory item is represented by a vector of numbers. The combination of 2 memory items is then postulated to be encoded by an addition, concatenation, or convolution of the 2 vectors of numbers ([@ref11]; [@ref39]; [@ref21]; [@ref37]; [@ref35]). In a common method for mapping such vectors of numbers to activity patterns in neural networks, see e.g., [@ref8], the neural activity that represents the new vector contains many neurons that are not active in the neural representation of either of the 2 original vectors. This convention makes these abstract models similar to hierarchical models with regard to the question whether new neurons are recruited for the combined memory. Also a model from theoretical computer science ([@ref42],[@ref43], [@ref44]) predicts that the neural code for 2 associated memory items consists of neurons that do not belong to either of the assemblies for the 2 memory components.

We identified 2 parameters of our model, which control the excitability of excitatory neurons and the scale of initial synaptic weights between them, as being critical for the resulting type of neural code for associated memories (Fig. [7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). Both of these parameters appear to be "soft" parameters, whose values can be changed in an adaptive manner by the brain. The excitability of neurons is known to be regulated on several time scales, see e.g., [@ref7] for a recent review. The initial synaptic weights before a new association is formed is obviously subject to a host of preceding plasticity processes. Hence, our model suggests that the brain is able to use both of these 2 neural codes, and possibly switch between them during consolidation.

On the side our model shows that---in contrast to an assumption of a recently published theoretical model ([@ref25])---the number of connections within an emergent assembly is in our model usually not above average. While the overall recurrent connection probability is fixed, the instantiation of a concrete wiring could be such that the actual number of connections and therefore the connection probability within an assembly may or may not be higher than average. Indeed, an analysis of recurrent connection probabilities within assemblies for 20 simulations with random realizations and input patterns showed that connection probabilities within these assemblies were higher than within random subsets in just $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In contrast to the large scale model for the formation of memory traces---without associations between them---in [@ref13], we have investigated here a minimal model with more physiological details for the formation of associations. The next step will be to combine both modeling approaches in a large scale model with neurophysiological details. Such a model is likely to provide theoretical insight into the way how the intricate web of associations is formed and continuously updated in the human brain. Thereby, it will help us to understand one of the most amazing information processing capabilities of the human brain.
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